PERFORMANCE BEHAVIOR
1. All members will arrive at the stadium for home games in traveling
uniform. This consists of band bibbers, band shoes, long white socks, and a
LHS BAND shirt. For "away" performances (including competitions) all
members will board and disembark the busses at Liberty High School in
TRAVELING UNIFORMS. This includes band bibbers, LHS band shirt, white
socks and band shoes! The band jackets will remain zipped; suspenders will
be worn ON the shoulders until a director says otherwise. Hats will remain in
the hat boxes until a director says otherwise. All members are responsible
for bringing all issued or purchased uniform parts to EVERY performance. It
is not the director's responsibility to reissue items because of the
irresponsibility of the members.
2. The uniform is worn completely or as a travel uniform ONLY! While in
uniform, no member may wear earrings or facial jewelry. Hair should be a
natural, conservative color and worn under the helmet and above the collar.
Members are not to eat, drink, chew gum, curse, or become affectionate in
any way toward the opposite sex while in uniform.
3. Members are to sit together by section and are not permitted to leave
their seats nor invite others to sit with them while in performance. (The
performance begins when the band arrives prior to the performance and
ends after a formal dismissal from the director.) All members are expected
to perform when directed, so one must pay close attention to the leader.
4. Members will be expected to ride the band's buses to and from non-home
game performances and activities. If members must ride with parents, a
note from the parent must be submitted prior to departure. Students must
ride the bus or with his or her PARENT ONLY! Students will be dismissed
from the bus by their bus chaperone for the consistency of the bus roll.
5. All students are expected to remain in full uniform and in formation until
the director dismisses them from the performances. After boarding the bus,
students may remove jackets, hats, and gloves. When given breaks during
a game, members are to remain in full uniform (unless instructed
otherwise), remain together on the Liberty side of the stadium, and take
care not to soil the uniform with food or drink. Members should be back in
their seats ready to perform with 2:00 remaining in the quarter or face
revocation of break privileges.

